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Chapter 691 Hu’s Valentine’s Day 

 

pfft-“Wu surong laughed and waved her hand. go! Have fun with Momo.” 

 

... 

Sheng nanxuan touched Hu Zi’s head and turned to leave. 

 

daddy! Daddy! Hu Zi looked at him in a daze. 

 

Sheng nanxuan turned around, waved, and sent him a flying kiss. 

 

Hu Zi also immediately replied. Seeing that he had left, he wanted to follow him. He held onto the coffee 

table and took a step forward. He was afraid of falling, so he turned to look at Wu surong and Yu 

Zhengming. 

 

Wu surong picked him up and walked to the door. She smiled and said,”Daddy will be here soon ~” 

 

Yu Zhengming chuckled and shook his head,”these youngsters ah, ran ran.” 

 

Wu surong rolled her eyes at him,”you’ve never been young?” 

 

Yu Zhengming’s face turned red. If they weren’t young, how did they get their three children? 

 

The two of them played with Hu Zi for a while. Hu Zi was tired of it and sat on the ground, not wanting 

to move. 

 

“Why don’t we bring him to the amusement park?” Wu surong said to Yu Zhengming. 

 

“He’s so young, how can we play with him? We don’t even dare to go up to those things!” 



 

“I can bring him to see it! He was already sick of toys, so he would stop fooling around if he were to see 

something new. Otherwise, what if you cry Later?” 

 

“Alright then, I’ll go now!” 

 

The two elders brought Hu Zi to the amusement park. As expected, Hu Zi was very happy and shouted at 

the roller coaster and other things from time to time. 

 

There were many children in the amusement park. The two elders brought him to the children. Those 

children were already three to five years old, and they could speak, run, and jump. 

 

He also wanted to join in and shouted for Yu Zhengming to put him on the ground, but he couldn’t walk 

steadily. Yu Zhengming could only help him walk forward. 

 

After playing for half a day, Yu Zhengming’s waist was sore. He carried him to the side of the fountain. 

 

Yu Zhengming and Wu surong sat down, while Hu Zi stood by the pond. 

 

There was a little girl beside him, playing with the water with a pinwheel in her hand. He limped over 

and looked at the other party eagerly. 

 

The little girl was about three or four years old. She looked at him warily. 

 

“Call her sister,” Wu surong said with a smile. 

 

sister Yingluo, ” Hu Zi obediently called out. 

 

The little girl smiled shyly. Seeing that he was cute, she reached out and touched his face. 

 



The little girl’s mother was beside her and said to her, ” “You’re also calling him little brother?” 

 

The little girl looked at her and called out to her in a low voice. Then, she continued to play with the 

pinwheel in the water. 

 

When Hu Zi saw this, he also bent down to touch it. 

 

“Don’t touch it!” Wu surong hurriedly said. Don’t get your sleeves wet!” 

 

Hu Zi snorted and shook his head, but he insisted on touching it. 

 

The little girl took a look and passed the pinwheel to him. “Use this,” 

 

Hu Zi looked up at Wu surong and asked. 

 

Wu surong thought, ” this child is so polite. It seems that Gong mo has taught him well. “Thank you to 

my sister,” she said with a smile. 

 

“Sister Qianqian” 

 

“Thank you!” 

 

“Sister!” 

 

The little girl’s mother smiled and asked Wu surong,”You just learned how to speak, right?” 

 

“Yeah, I just learned how to greet people.” 

 

“Good girl.” She took the pinwheel from the little girl’s hand and handed it to Hu Zi. it’s for you ~” 



 

Hu Zi hugged the pinwheel and looked at her. He probably wanted to thank her, so he thought for a long 

time before saying,”Sister.” 

 

pfft! everyone burst into laughter. 

 

The little girl also laughed. She suddenly walked towards him, held his face, and kissed him. 

 

The little girl’s mother picked her up. alright, daddy’s here. We should go. 

 

Hu Zi looked at them, a little reluctant. 

 

Wu surong gave him a toy,”Do you want to give it to big sister?” 

 

He took the toy and handed it to the little girl. 

 

The little girl had just passed the pinwheel to Hu Zi, and Hu Zi had given her something. She felt that it 

was returning the favor, so she didn’t ask the adults and directly took it. She smiled and said, ” “Thank 

you,” he said. 
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After the adults carried her away, Wu surong heard her say, ” “Mom, I want a younger brother.” 

 

... 

Her mother was silent for a moment before saying, ” “Go tell your father!” 

 

Wu surong couldn’t help but laugh. She lowered her head and touched Hu Zi’s head. 

 



Hu Zi wanted to touch the water with the pinwheel, but when he saw the pinwheel move, he shook it 

curiously, and the pinwheel began to spin again. 

 

Then, he stopped playing with the water and focused on playing with the pinwheel. 

 

Wu surong asked the accompanying bodyguard to push the baby stroller over, put him back in, and 

pushed him forward. 

 

When he passed by the Ferris wheel, he happened to bump into Yu Qingliu and ding dang, who were 

coming down. 

 

Ding dang’s face was red as she hid behind Yu Qingliu, shouting, ” “Uncle, Auntie.” 

 

The two elders held their breaths and nodded in a dilemma. No matter what, the seniority was different 

from before, so he had to slowly get used to it. 

 

“On a date?” Yu Zhengming asked Yu Qingliu. 

 

“Yingluo, are you guys on a date too?” Yu Qingliu asked awkwardly. 

 

Wu surong thought he did it on purpose, so she scolded him,”We’re already old, what’s the point of 

going on a date?” 

 

Ding dang stretched her neck to look at Hu Zi in the pram and waved at him. 

 

Hu Zi also waved his pinwheel at her. 

 

nanxuan and Momo are going on a date, ” Wu surong said. let us take care of the child. 

 

“Daddy?” Hu Zi suddenly turned his head. Daddy, Daddy! 



 

“He’s looking for daddy!” Wu surong was shocked. 

 

Yu Zhengming said ,’why are you bringing up nanxuan? He’s forgotten about it. ” 

 

Wu Wu Wu Wu Wu Wu. Hu Zi pouted and turned his head to look around. mommy Wu Wu. 

 

hey … ding dang walked over and picked him up. let’s go and find mom and dad now ~” 

 

“Uncle …” Hu Zi saw Yu Qingliu and crawled towards him. 

 

Ding dang quickly carried him over. Yu Qingliu took him and said, ” “It’s granduncle,” 

 

“Why don’t you let Qingliu and I guide him for a while? he seems to be very familiar with Qingliu.” Ding 

dang said to the two elders. Uncle and aunty are also tired. Take a rest first. When we can’t take care of 

him anymore, we’ll hand him over to you. It’s still early, so we can’t disturb nanxuan and Momo’s date.” 

 

“But you guys …” 

 

“We have no relationship! I like kids, he’s perfect!” 

 

Yu Qingliu looked at her in surprise, what did she mean by ‘it’s better to have him’? Did you ask me? I 

want to spend some alone time with you! 

 

Yu Zhengming was indeed tired. The child was full of energy, and he was a little overwhelmed. However, 

Wu surong had the final say in this matter. Otherwise, the old woman would make trouble with him 

again. 

 

“But nanxuan left him to me!” Wu surong said, troubled. 

 



“Then you guys will be the ones leading!” Yu Qingliu quickly returned the child. 

 

“Well, it’s late. We’ll go back first.” Wu surong said. 

 

“I’ll send you guys.” Yu Qingliu and ding dang sent them to the door. 

 

Hu Zi pouted and looked at him unwillingly. 

 

He waved his hand and said carelessly, ” “Goodbye.” Hmph! If you have a father, why don’t you look for 

him? 

 

The two elders brought Hu Zi into the car, and Yu Qingliu heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

Ding dang looked at the car driving away, pouted, and said dejectedly, ” “I like him so much, I want to 

bring him to play Yingluo.” 

 

“Yingluo, I’ll bring you around, okay?” 

 

“You can see it every day, so it’s not strange.” 

 

“It’s only been two months and you’re already despising me?” Yu Qingliu was furious. 

 

“Isn’t it two days?” ding dang was puzzled. 

 

what? ” Yu Qingliu was stunned, and her face turned red. who told you that? ” 

 

The day before yesterday, ding dang had bought him a belt and insisted on changing it for him 

personally. The two of them had accidentally triggered a fire between heaven and earth, and their 

relationship had taken a step further. 
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Hey, hey, hey … ding dang shouted excitedly, ” I’m back, I’m back, Yingluo! 

 

... 

Yu Qingliu saw that Yu Zhengming’s car had returned. 

 

Ding dang ran over excitedly. After the car stopped, the two elders carried the crying Hu Zi out. 

 

“What’s wrong?” Ding dang hugged him, her heart aching. my little cutie, why are you crying? ” 

 

When Hu Zi saw Yu Qingliu, he sobbed a few times and stopped crying. 

 

“Looks like you guys will have to take care of him for a while, or he’ll look for his parents,” Wu surong 

said. 

 

Yu Qingliu walked over, and Hu Zi carefully approached him. 

 

“Then bring it to us! We’ll definitely take care of it well!” Ding dang said. 

 

“Then I’ll leave it to you guys for now.” Wu surong called for someone to take Hu Zi’s pram down. She 

picked up the things inside and said, ” this is a diaper, and this is Yingluo. 

 

“Alright, alright, I understand.” Yu Qingliu said, ” I’m a doctor. Don’t worry. If it doesn’t work, I’ll call Nan 

Xuan. 

 

“That’s good. Be careful and don’t make any mistakes. Otherwise, nanxuan will be in trouble.” 

 



“Don’t worry!” Yu Qingliu said, ” look, my dad’s back is bent. Take him back to rest and get someone to 

give him a massage. 

 

When Wu surong saw this, she became worried and said, ” “Then we’ll be leaving. You guys be careful!” 

 

After they left, Yu Qingliu and ding dang stood on the side of the road, feeling disheveled in the wind. 

 

Of course, it was only Yu Qingliu who felt this way. Ding dang was happy! 

 

Yu Qingliu had previously promised Ding Yuan and his wife that she would never have sex with ding 

dang before marriage. However, since he had already made a mistake, he naturally intended to make 

the same mistake to the end! 

 

Valentine’s Day was such a good day. Of course, he wanted to spend some time together. What was 

with this third wheel? Can’t we go on a date and sleep? 

 

Ding dang, on the other hand, was very happy. The task of entering the bridal chamber had been 

completed, and the next step was to give birth! 

 

They could enter the nuptial chamber first, but the child had to wait until they were married! 

 

Bring Hu and let him see how cute Hu is. It will stimulate his desire to be a father so that he can propose 

to her! 

 

uncle! Hu Zi shouted at Yu Qingliu. 

 

“It’s granduncle!” Yu Qingliu said, her head aching. 

 

Hu Zi turned his head and shouted at ding dang,”big sister!!!” 

 

“Aiya! So obedient!” Ding dang laughed hysterically. you’re so obedient! 



 

“You’re already in your twenties. Don’t you feel ashamed to be his sister?” Yu Qingliu turned around. 

where are we going? ” 

 

“I don’t know. Why don’t we find a dessert shop and sit down? I’m a little hungry.” 

 

“You only know how to eat!” Yu Qingliu rolled her eyes. 

 

Ding dang snorted and turned her head away in anger. 

 

Yu Qingliu smiled and wrapped her arms around her waist. “It doesn’t matter if you eat more. I can 

afford it anyway.” 

 

shut up! ding dang pushed him away with a red face. be careful, I’ll eat you till you’re broke! 

 

When they arrived at the dessert shop, the two of them took out Hu Zi’s toys. 

 

Hu Zi stood on the sofa and played with the table happily. He brought the small toys to ding dang one by 

one. 

 

“For me?” ding dang asked with a smile. 

 

Hu Zi nodded with a smile. 

 

Hmph! Yu Qingliu snorted. he’s so good at making girls happy at such a young age. He’ll definitely be a 

Playboy when he grows up! 

 

Ding dang rolled her eyes at him,”not like you.” He’s already in his forties and still doesn’t know how to 

do it! If I didn’t sacrifice myself to save you, you’ll be alone for the rest of your life!” 

 



“Why not you? You’re in your twenties, yet you don’t look like a woman at all. All the men in your police 

force are afraid of you. If it weren’t for me, you would have been a tomboy for the rest of your life!” 
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“Yu Qingliu! Is this how you treat your girlfriend?” 

 

... 

Yu Qingliu knew that she was in the wrong and did not dare to speak. She seemed to be right. If it were 

someone else who was his girlfriend, they would be driven away by him sooner or later. It was indeed 

the rhythm of a lonely life. 

 

big sister, big sister! Hu Zi picked up the cupcake and handed it to ding dang. 

 

Ding dang happily took it and kissed him on the face. “Our Hu ‘Zi is so obedient! But you should still call 

me grandaunt ~” 

 

Yu Qingliu looked at her and smirked in satisfaction. 

 

That’s right, granduncles and granduncles should be a couple. 

 

When Hu Zi heard this, he lay on the table in frustration. 

 

It’s so troublesome to call her ‘grandaunt’, but’ sister ‘is easier. Can’t I call her sister? 

 

Seeing that the sky was getting dark, Yu Qingliu looked at his watch. He had made a reservation at the 

restaurant. Was he going to bring Hu over? Other people were a man and a woman acting all lovey-

dovey, but they looked like a family of three! The problem was that this child was not his. 

 

Just then, Wu surong called. 



 

Yu Qingliu heaved a sigh of relief. She had to quickly return the child so that she could make up for 

today’s date! 

 

When they returned to the Yu family, the child saw the pinwheel on the coffee table and was overjoyed. 

He pointed at the pinwheel and shouted. 

 

Yu Qingliu placed him on the ground, and he picked up the pinwheel and started to play by himself. 

 

“He didn’t cause any trouble, right?” Wu surong asked ding dang. 

 

Ding dang shook her head. so obedient. I can’t even bear to let go. 

 

Yu Zhengming walked over from the dining room with his walking stick.”Hu ‘Zi is back? Come and eat. 

Qingliu, have you guys eaten?” 

 

“Yingluo didn’t.” Yu Qingliu’s face was gloomy. Where are you taking the child to eat? 

 

“Then Wanwan …” Yu Zhengming wanted them to stay, but they should be going on a date, right? 

 

“Big brother, sister-in-law, and xinzhuo are not back yet?” ding dang asked. 

 

“They all went on dates!” Yu Zhengming said, ” how old are your brother and sister-in-law? they still 

want to date. Xinzhuo said he had to attend a social event, but I wonder if he’s secretly found a 

girlfriend.” 

 

“Then it’s just you and Auntie?” Ding dang asked, ” how about this? since qingliuhui and I are back, we’ll 

eat with you! 

 

Yu Qingliu looked at her in a daze. Get your facts right! Why did he have to eat with the old man at 

home? 



 

“Isn’t Qianqian going out to eat?” Wu surong asked. 

 

Ding dang smiled and shook her head. there are so many people today. There are no seats left. Auntie, 

please take pity on me. I’m so hungry. 

 

“Then let’s go together!” Wu surong said happily. It was indeed uncomfortable for her to be alone with 

the old man. 

 

Yu Qingliu,”actually, I’ve decided-” 

 

“Hurry up and pick Hu up!” Ding dang stepped on his foot. 

 

Why didn’t Yingluo go on a date? Why? You still stepped on me? Do you believe that I’ll show you my 

authority as a husband? 

 

Ding dang picked up Hu Zi and glared at him.”Quickly come and eat!” 

 

Yu Qingliu: ” Zhenzhen. forget it. You’re not even married. Where’s the husband’s authority? 

 

Wait a minute! 

 

He looked at ding dang and Hu Zi. Could it be that Yingluo liked children? 

 

After the meal, Hu Zi became lazy and started to yawn. 

 

Wu surong said happily, ” it’s good that you’re sleepy. You don’t have to go home. Get nanxuan to pick 

you up tomorrow. 

 

Yu Qingliu said,”he needs to drink milk before he sleeps, right?” I’ll help him.” 



 

“You know how to make milk?” Ding dang said with a smile. 

 

“When I was a doctor Without Borders, I took care of babies.” 

 

Ding dang heard this and followed him to the kitchen. She asked curiously, ” “Where have you been to 

be a borderless doctor?” 
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The Doctors Without Borders (SF) was a non-profit organization made up of medical professionals from 

various countries. It was an international volunteer organization and the largest independent 

humanitarian medical rescue organization in the world. Their rescue missions were not divided by race, 

politics, or religion. They only provided assistance to victims of natural disasters, man-made disasters, 

and war. They had won the Nobel Peace Prize. 

 

... 

The players who joined MSN did not do so for fame or profit, but to save lives. In a place ravaged by 

plague and war, their lives were in danger at any time, but they did not retreat. They were true heroes. 

 

Ding dang looked at Yu Qingliu and felt that his image was incomparably tall! 

 

This was the man he liked! More powerful than anyone else! 

 

Yu Qingliu said as she prepared the milk, ” “I’ve been to Africa, Central Asia, and West Asia,” 

 

“Central Asia, West Asia?” Ding dang was shocked. is it because of the war? ” Isn’t that dangerous?” 

 

“In fact, there are often armed conflicts in Africa.” 

 



“Then you’re the one who ran!” 

 

He knew that she was worried and could not help but smile. “Am I not standing in front of you perfectly 

fine?” 

 

Ding dang was silent for a moment, then hugged him. “You’re the most powerful!” 

 

“Yes.” Yu Qingliu smiled and reached out to ruffle her hair. let’s go feed Hu. 

 

can you teach me how to feed?”ding dang said excitedly. 

 

“Sure ~” 

 

Walking into the living room, Yu Qingliu guided her to feed Hu. 

 

Hu Zi was already sleepy. He leaned against ding dang and ate seriously with the milk bottle in his arms. 

After two bites, he looked around.”Mommy, Yingluo.” 

 

baby, be good. Mommy will come. Drink your milk first ~”ding dang said gently. 

 

Hu Zi glanced at her and continued to drink from his milk bottle. 

 

Wu surong nodded her head in satisfaction and tugged at Yu Qingliu,”Come here for a moment, I have 

something to tell you!” 

 

Yu Qingliu was puzzled and followed her upstairs. 

 

Ding dang glanced at them and continued to feed Hu. 

 



“Ding dang, you’re a good girl. When are you guys planning to get married?” Wu surong asked with 

concern. 

 

Yu Qingliu was shocked. we’ve only been together for two months. 

 

“Isn’t there a flash marriage? Besides, you guys went on a blind date for marriage, so what’s wrong with 

going there earlier?” 

 

“Yingluo, why are you so anxious?” 

 

Wu surong glared at him and said,”it’s all because of you.” Don’t you know how old you are? why aren’t 

you anxious? It’s rare to have such a good girl who’s kind to children and willing to accompany the 

elderly. You should know that today is Valentine’s Day. If it were someone else, they would have broken 

up with you long ago. Why aren’t you hurrying?” 

 

wuwuwuwu. why was she taking care of the children and accompanying the elderly? I’m having fun! He 

wanted to take her on a date, but she was not willing at all! 

 

“Don’t worry, I know what I’m doing,” Yu Qingliu turned around and went downstairs. I’ll send her back 

first. 

 

Wu surong patted his hand anxiously,”Be good to me! I’m so young and I’m willing to be with you. Do 

you know how much your heart aches for me?” 

 

“I know, I know, ran ran.” His heart ached. 

 

…… 

 

In the morning, Hu Zi woke up in Wu surong and Yu Zhengming’s bed. 

 

Last night, Wu surong was afraid that the two of them would squeeze in, so she chased Yu Zhengming to 

the guest room. 



 

Yu Zhengming was very angry! 

 

When he was young, he wasn’t even kicked out of bed when he was involved in a scandal with a small 

star. Now, it was because of this little brat that he was left alone in the room! 

 

What was even more depressing was that why wasn’t he the one sleeping with the little cub? 

 

After Yu Zhengming woke up, he sneaked over to visit his great-grandson. 

 

Hu Zi had always woken up early. He had already opened his eyes and was looking around. 
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Yu Zhengming jumped in shock, but he chuckled, “You’re awake?” 

 

... 

Hu Zi pouted and got up from the blanket. Seeing Wu surong lying beside him, he started crying, waah 

waah … Mommy waah ” 

 

Wu surong woke up and saw Yu Zhengming standing by the bed. She scolded, “Why are you scaring the 

child?” 

 

Yu Zhengming spread his hands,”who scared him?” He misses his parents.” 

 

“Wuwuwuwu,” Hu Zi cried until he was out of breath. He didn’t know if it was because his parents didn’t 

want him anymore, but he felt like he hadn’t seen them for a long time. 

 

“Don’t cry, don’t cry. Daddy will be here soon.” Wu surong consoled. 



 

mommy … Hu Zi cried out sadly. 

 

“I’ll go make a call!” Yu Zhengming said. 

 

Wu surong said,”it’s so early now. What if they’re still sleeping?” Let’s take care of them for a while. If 

they wake up, they’ll definitely come!” 

 

“But we can’t stop him from crying like this!” 

 

“You, move aside!” Wu surong put on her nightgown. go practice your boxing. I’ll comfort him! 

 

“Wait!” Yu Zhengming called out and pointed outside. do you hear the sound of a car? Could it be 

nanxuan?” 

 

When Hu Zi heard this, he looked at them with eager eyes.”Daddy, Yingluo” 

 

Wu surong quickly hit Yu Zhengming, ” “Can’t you lower your voice? What if he isn’t?” 

 

“I’ll go take a look first!” Yu Zhengming hurriedly went out and asked the servant, “did someone come?” 

 

it’s Mr. Sheng, “the servant replied. he should be coming in soon. 

 

Okay, okay, okay, Wanwan. Yu Zhengming happily went back to tell Wu surong. nanxuan is here. 

 

Wu surong heaved a sigh of relief and walked out with Hu Zi in her arms. “Don’t cry, don’t cry. Daddy is 

here.” 

 

“I’m not dressed yet. Don’t carry me out. What if I catch a cold?” 

 



“Oh! “Yes, yes, yes, ran ran.” Wu surong quickly put Hu Zi back on the bed. 

 

“Little tiger?” Sheng nanxuan’s voice came. 

 

“Boohoo, daddy!” Hu Zi kicked his legs and crawled out. 

 

Sheng nanxuan walked in and said awkwardly, ” “Grandpa, grandma, I’ll have to trouble you.” 

 

“I’m fine, I’m fine. I just woke up and cried when I didn’t see you.” Wu surong chuckled. why are you so 

early? ” 

 

Old people like him usually got up early, while young people usually slept and woke up late. 

 

“I’m afraid he’ll wake up in the morning to look for me.” Sheng nanxuan said. 

 

“Where’s gong mo?” 

 

“Uh, Yingluo is still sleeping.” Sheng nanxuan lowered his head, not daring to look at their expressions. 

He reached out and picked up Hu Zi. 

 

“Wuwuwuwu,” Hu Zi hugged his neck and finally stopped crying. 

 

Wu surong laughed to herself, but she didn’t laugh at him. They were a young couple, so their 

relationship was naturally good. 

 

“Let’s get him dressed first,” she said. 

 

“Alright,” he said. Sheng nanxuan placed Hu Zi back on the bed and kissed him. don’t cry. It’s not like 

Daddy doesn’t want you. 

 



“Mommy, Yingluo.” 

 

“If daddy is here, will mommy be far away? Don’t cry.” 

 

mom! Hu Zi felt very sad. His father was always fierce to him. He wanted his mother. But her mother 

wasn’t here, so it was useless to call her. 

 

After helping him put on his clothes, Sheng nanxuan stayed at the Yu family for breakfast before leaving. 

 

The two elders were extremely satisfied, but they still couldn’t bear to part with Hu Zi. If only he could 

be by their side every day. 

 

…… 

 

When Sheng nanxuan returned home, Hu Zi saw the familiar scene and shouted excitedly, ” “Mother …” 

 

shut up! Sheng nanxuan slapped his butt. shut up. 

 

Hu Zi looked at him pitifully,”mommy …” 

 

“Mommy is sleeping. Don’t disturb him.” Sheng nanxuan said as he carried him into the bedroom. 
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Gong mo was in a deep sleep. Obviously, he was exhausted from last night. 

 

... 

Sheng nanxuan placed Hu Zi beside her and said to him, ” “Be quiet, okay?” 



 

Hu Zi nodded his head in confusion. After he left, he happily went into Gong Mo’s arms. 

 

After a while, Gong mo opened his eyes and looked at him drowsily. He kissed him on the head and 

continued to sleep. 

 

Hu Zi lay there for a long time, but seeing that she was still not awake, he felt bored. 

 

He sat up quietly and climbed out of bed with the blanket and bed sheet hanging from his body. Then, 

he crawled out of the room. He climbed to the door and stood up with the support of the wall. 

 

Sheng nanxuan didn’t close the door properly. He went out the moment he opened the door and fell out 

of the room. 

 

“Wuwuwuwu” 

 

Hu Zi sat on the ground and rubbed his sore butt. He got up with the help of the wall and walked to the 

living room. 

 

“Daddy, Yingluo, daddy, Yingluo.” 

 

“Aiya-” 

 

As soon as he entered the living room, he tripped on the carpet and fell down. 

 

Sheng nanxuan was cracking eggs with a bowl as he walked out of the kitchen. He could not help but 

laugh when he saw him. 

 

Hu Zi raised his head to look at him, then lay on the ground gloomily and pretended to be dead. 

 



Sheng nanxuan laughed even louder. He put down the bowl and picked him up. 

 

Hu Zi looked at the bowl, drooling. 

 

“Hungry?” he asked. 

 

Hu Zi smacked his lips, looking like he wanted to eat something. 

 

“Alright, I’ll feed you now! But mom should wake up soon. What do you think we should make for her?” 

 

Sheng nanxuan placed him on the dining chair and walked into the kitchen with the bowl of egg liquid. 

 

this cake, hehe. he picked up the baking book on the cooking table. I hope it works! 

 

dad! Hu Zi called out. Didn’t you say you were going to feed him? 

 

Sheng nanxuan glanced at him. if you don’t succeed, ” he said, ” you’ll eat it all! 

 

………… 

 

In the Western part of China, in the desert where few people tread, there was a square building. 

 

The color of the building’s surface was no different from the yellow sand, making it difficult to be 

discovered in the air. 

 

Its exit was a tunnel, and because the door was made of black iron, it had to be concave in order to not 

be seen from the outside. 

 

With a loud bang, the iron gate opened, and a few military trucks slowly drove out. 



 

The truck drove out of the tunnel and appeared on the yellow sand. The scorching sun made the body of 

the truck shake as if it was in water. 

 

There were many soldiers sitting side by side in the truck. They had all been transferred here to build 

this unknown building. Now that the construction was completed, everyone was ordered to leave. 

 

Seeing the building disappear from their sight, someone couldn’t help but wonder, ” “Is this a military 

base?” 

 

“Silence! Have you forgotten the rules of confidentiality?” The leading officer shouted. 

 

The crowd was shocked and immediately stopped talking. Disclosing confidential information will be 

dealt with according to military law! 

 

No matter what kind of base it was, it must be closely related to the country. 

 

…… 

 

Inside the building, lights lit up one after another, and a brand new laboratory appeared before 

everyone’s eyes. 

 

Carter led everyone to the center of the laboratory and smiled at the empty laboratory. “From now on, 

we will continue to contribute to the development of mankind! Our experiment will definitely affect all 

of humanity!” 

 

He looked at his subordinates. Although the original laboratory had been destroyed, there were no 

casualties. Huo Cheng even arranged for many new people to come. 

 

He began to assign tasks slowly. Everyone was eager to give it a try and immediately show them the 

earth-shattering experimental results. 

 



Yu qinghuan, who was standing behind Carter, turned around, her high heels making an ear-piercing 

sound. 

 

Everyone looked over and saw her graceful figure walk out of the laboratory. Then, they looked at 

Carter. 

 

 

Chapter 698 Let’s see if you have the ability! 

 

where is she? ” Carter frowned and ordered softly. find out where she is. 

 

... 

One of the staff members turned on the electronic screen, and Yu qinghuan’s figure appeared on it. She 

then returned to her bedroom. 

 

That place was very far from here, and the sound insulation of the rooms here was excellent. Carter 

wasn’t worried that she would hear him. He smiled sinisterly and said, ” “Go and find a few 

experimentals! Let’s continue with the SS experiment.” 

 

“Where should we go?” Someone asked, ” this is a desert. It’s desolate and uninhabited. 

 

“30 kilometers West, there is an oasis. It is a refugee camp, where the refugees from Central and West 

Asia Live. The refugees come from different countries and there are frequent conflicts. Some of them 

want to leave the desert and go to the city. It won’t attract any attention if a few people are lost 

occasionally.” 

 

…… 

 

Yu qinghuan sat in front of a simple desk and picked up a can of tea leaves from the bookshelf. She 

opened the lid, picked up a few tea leaves, and threw them into a glass. 

 



She repeated this action a few times, and when there were enough tea leaves in the cup, she slowly 

closed the tea can and put it back. 

 

She stood up, picked up the thermos next to her, and slowly poured the water into the cup. 

 

alright, ” Carter said. turn off the surveillance. 

 

She heard the surveillance camera being turned off and felt that the surveillance camera above her had 

stopped working. 

 

She chuckled and stirred the tea leaves in the cup with a spoon. The reddish-brown tea slowly appeared. 

 

Unfortunately, there was no bright red tea. There weren’t any fresh tomatoes here, so he couldn’t 

extract tomato juice. 

 

The sounds from all over the base formed sound waves and passed through the air and walls into her 

ears. She was more concerned about information related to herself … 

 

Lily, don’t you need to do any more experiments? ” 

 

“No need for now. Usually, he would arrange for people to keep an eye on her in case she left the base. 

Although her memory has been destroyed and she has been cut off from the outside world for more 

than 20 years, it is unlikely that she will betray us. However, the human brain was too complicated. 

What if she still remembered? She and Sheng nanxuan are mother and son. Who knows if there’s any 

telepathy between them?” 

 

“Since that’s the case, why keep her?” 

 

“It’s because her body has been successfully modified and is very useful to us! When the SS experiment 

is successful, I’ll find an experimental body to exchange with her and let the new consciousness 

dominate this body. That way, it’ll be safe!” 

 



Yu qinghuan crushed the blanket in her hand. Her eyes flashed, and the light above her head made a 

sizzling sound. 

 

She quickly controlled her emotions and looked up. She sneered, ” You want to kill me? Let’s see if you 

have the ability! 

 

…… 

 

Shantagamma, an oasis in the Western part of China, was under the jurisdiction of Xiyuan province. 

 

Xiyuan province was the largest province in the country, but it was also the poorest province in the 

country because of the vast deserts and deserts in the province. 

 

Shantaganma was located in the West of Xiyuan province. It was surrounded by deserts that stretched 

all the way to the National border. Because of the wealth of China, countless refugees from Central and 

West Asia crossed the border through neighboring country B to take refuge in China. 

 

In order to prevent these refugees from flooding into the mainland, the government came forward to 

settle them in this oasis. 

 

Hua had sent an official and a troop here. The official was responsible for reviewing the information of 

the refugees and managing public security, while the troop was responsible for maintenance and 

emergency response. 

 

The Oasis was very lively, like a small city. Some people went out to sell their goods, while some 

merchants and explorers passed by. 

 

A truck wobbled into the market. Everyone recognized that it was a car from the outside and looked at it 

curiously. 

 

 

Chapter 699 The girl Cindy 



 

A group of children of different skin colors ran over and surrounded the car, hitting it while shouting in 

awkward Chinese, ” “Guest, please enjoy a cup of tea!” 

 

... 

There were two men in the car. The young driver lit a cigarette and asked the bearded man in the front 

passenger seat, ” “There are so many people, who should we capture?” 

 

“A child and a woman, I guess.” The bearded man said, ” a man with great strength might not 

necessarily succeed. 

 

“Alright!” 

 

The children outside quickly ran away when they saw that they weren’t giving any benefits. A young 

woman appeared in their line of sight. 

 

Her hair was tied into two braids, and she wore a flaxen headscarf on her head. She was wearing a loose 

t-shirt with long and wide sleeves that covered her entire arm. However, the sleeves were very short, 

exposing her waist. Her small and exquisite belly button was round and beautiful. She was wearing a 

knee-length skirt, and the style of the skirt was somewhat exotic. 

 

“Beautiful!” The young man praised. 

 

The bearded man touched his chin,”I didn’t expect there to be such a beautiful Kasaya here.” 

 

“It’s a pity she’s a refugee.” 

 

The girl’s skin color and facial features were darker than the Chinese, so she should be a West Asian. 

 

The two of them got out of the car and the girl happened to pass by. 

 



Hi,”the young man greeted her. can you speak Chinese?” 

 

The girl looked at him with a smile, her voice clear and pleasant. “Yes, I do ~” 

 

“What’s your name?” 

 

The girl looked at them and thought that they were looking for her help, so she stopped in front of 

them. Cindy. 

 

The bearded man took out his wallet and handed her a bill. “I want to ask you something.” 

 

Cindy held the braids and hesitated for a while before she took them. 

 

It was hard to earn money in the refugee camp, but everyone had to survive, so everyone welcomed 

outsiders. When she took the money, she felt the envious and jealous gazes around her. 

 

“What do you want to know?” She rubbed the money. 

 

“Your Chinese is very accurate.” The young man asked, ” you’re not a refugee? ” 

 

“I’ve been here since I was young.” Cindy pondered for a moment. it’s been 15 years. 

 

“Where did Yingluo come from after so long?” 

 

“Emilya.” Cindy looked a little sad. you’re from outside? Do you know the situation there?” 

 

Emilia was located in West Asia, but it was a geographical fortress that connected the three continents 

of Asia, Europe, and Africa. It was also a strategic stronghold for the major countries to fight for. Ever 

since they were invaded by their neighboring countries more than 30 years ago, followed by a civil war, 

even the royal family had to run away. Until now, several countries had sent their troops in under 



various pretense. Everyone was coming and going. The situation there had always been unstable, and 

the flames of war were still raging. 

 

When the two of them heard her words, they were silent for a moment and couldn’t help but feel a little 

sympathetic. 

 

In the whole world, the people of Emilya were probably the most pitiful. 

 

Cindy knew things weren’t good when she saw their expressions. 

 

She took a deep breath and said with a sad expression, ” “My parents are dead, Yingluo. Do you think I 

can’t go home for the rest of my life? How are the people there?” 

 

“Naturally not as good as you.” The bearded man said, ” you’re a million times more blissful here than 

they are. 

 

Upon hearing this, Cindy started crying. 

 

The bearded man and the young man didn’t say anything. They took out their cigarettes and continued 

to smoke. 

 

Cindy sniffled and wiped her tears. “By the way, what do you want to know?” 

 

The two of them were stunned for a moment. In fact, they just wanted to get closer to her and check 

out the situation. 

 

The bearded man looked at her ambiguously. “Is there any place to have fun?” 

 

Cindy’s face changed, and she looked at them in disgust. She threw the money at the bearded man’s 

face and turned to leave. 

 



 

Chapter 700 More perfect than Lily 

 

The people around them laughed, but the two of them didn’t care. They locked the car door and strolled 

around the Oasis. 

 

... 

In the future, the laboratory might come here often to find experimental subjects, so he had to 

understand more about the situation. 

 

…… 

 

In the morning, Cindy was combing her hair in her tent. 

 

An old woman walked in and knelt in front of her, ” “Your Highness, let me help you, Yingluo.” 

 

Cindy dodged sideways and frowned. “What Princess is there here? We can’t save Emilia!” 

 

but you’re the only bloodline of the emlia royal family! The old lady said, ” as long as you are here, there 

is hope For Emilia. 

 

“The rebel army will depose the monarch, and there will be no more royal family in the future.” 

 

The old woman choked. I don’t care about that. The situation hasn’t settled down yet. You should take 

care of yourself first! 

 

Cindy pursed her lips, put on her headscarf, and stood up.”I’m going to the market to see if there are 

any fresh vegetables, Yingying.” 

 

The Army of oasis would send in supplies from time to time. Although they were expensive, the supply 

was in short supply. 



 

There were very few people in the market in the early morning. Cindy walked around and didn’t see 

what she wanted. 

 

She turned around and walked back, only to find the car from yesterday parked in the middle of the 

road. She could not help but frown. 

 

When she passed by the car, she turned her head to look at the other side. 

 

The bearded man in the car laughed-this was perfect! 

 

He opened the car door, covered her mouth, and pulled her into the car. 

 

Bang! Bang! 

 

The door closed, and the young man in front drove out. 

 

Cindy struggled and kept kicking the window. 

 

A moment later, she broke free from the bearded man’s grip, leaned against the window, and shouted, ” 

“Help!” 

 

The bearded man pressed down on her and covered her again. She kept struggling as she watched the 

car drive away from the Oasis. 

 

The bearded man tied her up and threw her aside, not even stuffing her mouth. In any case, in this 

boundless desert, it would be useless even if she shouted until her throat broke! 

 

Cindy thought they were going to rape her, but the car didn’t stop for a long time. She asked in 

confusion, ” “Where are you taking me?” 

 



“You’ll know in a bit.” 

 

“Wait a moment?” Cindy looked outside. you’re going the wrong way! It’s all sand here, we’ll die in 

there!” 

 

then why don’t you save your energy? ” the bearded man sneered. you might have a chance to escape. 

 

Seeing that they were getting deeper and deeper into the desert, Cindy started to get scared. 

 

The scorching sun was high in the sky outside, and the sand seemed to be burning, but she felt cold. 

 

In a place like this, even if she escaped from the car, she would not be able to survive! 

 

The desert was a man-eating place. Without enough water and food, there was no way out alive! 

 

Cindy curled up in the back seat and started crying. 

 

Finally, the car entered the base. 

 

Cindy’s eyes widened in surprise, thinking,”there’s such a big house here!” What does it do? 

 

After they got out of the car, the bearded man led her forward, and she looked around in surprise. 

 

The bearded man brought her to Carter and said, ” “I only caught this one today.” 

 

Carter’s eyes lit up. He looked around Cindy and said with satisfaction, ” “Good! Good! He was truly a 

perfect seedling! Don’t damage such a beautiful experimental subject, beauty is also a killing weapon! 

Transform her according to Lily’s steps and make her into another Lily! If I don’t, she’ll be better and 

more perfect than Lily!” 

 



…… 

 

In the room, Yu qinghuan frowned. The light bulb above her head flickered, and the light dimmed. The 

camera stopped working. 

 

The staff in the control room saw a window suddenly turn into snowflakes and was puzzled. “What’s 

going on?” 


